A device for the electrophysiological recording of peripheral nerves in response to stretch.
The functional consequences of nervous tissue subjected to mechanical loads are of vital importance in successful clinical outcomes and in tissue engineered applications. In this paper, we developed a new ex vivo device that permitted the recording of nerve action potentials while the nerve was subjected to elongation. Experimental results showed guinea pig nerves to possess an inherent tolerance to mild stretch. The mean elongation at which the compound action potential (CAP) amplitude began to decrease was found to be 8.3 +/- 0.56%. The CAP response to stretch was immediate beyond this threshold. After 17.5 +/- 0.74% elongation, the CAP levels decreased to approximately 50% of its uninjured values. When allowed to relax, the CAP recovered almost completely within minutes. Based on the temporal scale of the CAP response and the presence of oxygen during testing, we conclude that the initial mechanism to CAP degradation cannot be ischemia. Since it is inherently difficult to study mechanical damage independent of hemodynamic factors in vivo, the developed model could be used to further elucidate the injury mechanisms of stretch-induced trauma. The design of the ex vivo chamber will also permit the administration and assessment of pharmacological agents on electrical conduction in various deformation conditions.